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Abstract
This paper investigates the short term effects of a large scale intervention, funded by the Euro-
pean Social Fund, which provides additional instruction time to selected classes of lower secondary
schools in Southern Italy. Selection is addressed using institutional rules that regulate class for-
mation: first year students are divided into groups distinguished by letters, they remain in the
same group across grades at the school, and the composition of teachers assigned to groups is
stable over time. Using a difference-in-differences strategy, we consider consecutive cohorts of first
year students enrolled in the same group. We compare participating groups to non-participating
groups within the same school, as well as to groups in non-participating schools. We find that
the intervention raised scores in mathematics for students from the least advantaged backgrounds.
We also find that targeting the best students with extra activities in language comes at the cost
of lowering performance in mathematics. We go beyond average effects, finding that the positive
effect for mathematics is driven by larger effects for the best students.
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1 Introduction
Understanding the key drivers of quality in education plays a fundamental role to meet the EU
“Education and Training 2020” targets. The relevance of this problem for policy making is particularly
important in areas facing marked socio-economic deprivation. Given the conspicuous investments made
to finance structural assistance, providing evidence on the key dimensions that should be targeted by
public interventions in Europe adds to the discussion on the most effective growth strategies for the
coming decades.
This paper focuses on education policies that mandate low achieving students to extra hours at
school. We exploit variation in instruction time resulting from an intervention implemented in selected
regions of Southern Italy eligible for EU Regional Development Funds (Objective 1 regions) and EU
Social Funds. The Quality and Merit Project (PQM in what follows) started in 2010 and targets
low achieving lower secondary schools of these regions (from sixth to eighth grade).1 The rationale
for intervening stems from the fact that schools of these areas are characterised by markedly lower
student performance if compared to schools in the rest of the country.
Participation of schools is not mandatory. Applicant schools are ranked using performance indica-
tors (i.e. percentage of repeating and failing students and dropout rates), and only those at the bottom
end of the performance distribution are eventually enrolled. Schools admitted to the programme must
organise education activities outside regular school hours in a selected number of classes chosen by
school principals at the time of application. Teachers involved in afternoon activities must be tenured
and with a full-time contract, and teach the same students during normal school hours. Activities
vary across students, ranging from remedial classes to study programmes aimed at mastering advanced
skills. All students in the class participate in at least one of these activities. Extra time is organised
as individualised instruction in small study groups, and all costs are covered through EU funds.
The intervention we consider shifts public spending for the classes involved above the OECD
average, and is worth a 7 percent increase of current per-student figures in Italy (9, 100USD, as
opposed to 9, 300USD in OECD countries). We use longitudinal information on test scores for two
consecutive cohorts of students in PQM schools before and after 2010, and in similar schools located
in Objective 1 areas but not enrolled in PQM. We use standardised scores for sixth graders at the
national level, which we link to administrative information on participating schools to investigate the
(short term) effects on learning. Given the lack of standardised scores at the national level before the
school year 2009/10, our paper is the first to provide a rigorous evaluation of the effect of the EU
1The project is funded through PON Istruzione 2007-2013 (A-2-FSE-2009-2). The four targeted regions are Apulia,
Calabria, Campania and Sicily.
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funds spent on education in Italy on a large scale.
We address selection of participating classes using features of the Italian school system. First year
students are divided into groups, called sezione, and remain in the same group for the whole cycle
of studies.2 Assignment of students to groups is not random. The key feature that we exploit for
identification is that teachers are typically assigned to the same sezione over school years and across
grades. The adoption of this practice is prompted by a reform that was implemented nationwide in
2009 (before the intervention we consider) to regulate staff ratios. For example, the law states that
math teachers must fulfil their weekly duties (18 hours in total) by teaching modules of 6 hours to
three different classes, and explicitly suggests that these should be the sixth, seventh and eighth grades
of the same sezione to ensure continuity of teaching practices. We consider a difference-in-differences
strategy, and compare changes in test scores for consecutive cohorts of students enrolled in the same
sezione before and after PQM. As teachers employed in a sezione are the same across cohorts, our
approach controls for teacher unobservables which are likely drivers of selection into the intervention.
We check the sensitivity of our results to the presence of pre-intervention trends in test scores using
data for fifth graders. Despite some data limitations that are discussed below, we are not able to
reject the validity of our difference-in-differences strategy.
We exploit within school variability in class participation to study effects on students not directly
involved in PQM. We are particularly concerned with possible interactions between teachers of partic-
ipating classes and other teachers at the school, as the former must attend a preparatory course before
organising afternoon activities. We assess the existence of indirect effects by comparing students in
non-participating classes of PQM schools to students in non-participating schools located in Objec-
tive 1 area. In addition, we study heterogeneity in the effects of instruction time along two different
dimensions. We let returns depend on number of school hours on top of normal instruction time,
thus studying a dose-response model rather than the coefficient on a participation dummy. Moreover,
we go beyond average effects and investigate the returns to participation on quantiles of the score
distribution. This choice is motivated by the sizeable heterogeneity in returns that was documented
in past work in the literature.
Our results can be summarised as follows. First, we find that PQM has had a positive effect on
average test scores in mathematics but not in language. This effect is driven by large returns for stu-
2Normal age for enrolment in lower secondary education is 10, and progression to the upper secondary level - which is
compulsory by the Italian law - is expected three years later. To give an example of how the sezione mechanism works,
consider a school composed of 6 classes: 2 6th grade classes, 2 7th grade classes and 2 8th grade classes. This school
will have 2 sezione, which we call A and B. Hence, in each year there will be sezione A class and sezione B class of 6th
graders; sezione A class and sezione B class of 7th graders; and sezione A class and sezione B class of 8th graders. A
student assigned to sezione A class in 6th grade in year 1, will be, with the same peers, in sezione A class in 7th grade
in year 2, and so on.
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dents of schools in the lowest tertile of pre-intervention achievement. These are learning environments
characterised by students from markedly less advantaged backgrounds.
Second, for schools in the top tertile of pre-intervention achievement we find that extra hours
tailored around reading activities have a negative effect on scores in mathematics, and no effect on
language. This result is robust to a series of sensitivity checks that we perform in the data. Given that
language abilities are found to be less responsive to PQM across learning environments, we conclude
that in the least problematic environments instruction time should target activities that enhance
mathematical abilities, as that the additional time spent at school engaged in language activities may
substitute the time that students would have invested on mathematics.
Third, we find that PQM has increased inequality within the class. The counterfactual distributions
of math scores (i.e., scores with and without PQM) differ only after the median. This implies that
average effects of PQM are driven by a sharp change in the upper part of the score distribution within
the class. Moreover, we find that the negative effect of language activities on mathematics for schools
in the top tertile is concentrated at the top end of the test score distribution. In other words, extra
time on language activities may come at the cost of outstanding performance in mathematics.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews the empirical literature on
the effects of instruction time on academic achievement; in Section 3 we describe the intervention
and provide some background information. Data are described in Section 4. Section 5 explains the
sample selection criteria employed, and discusses descriptives statistics. In Section 6 we explain the
methodology used, distinguishing between average and non linear (quantile) effects. Results and
sensitivity checks are presented in Section 7 and Section 8, respectively, while Section 9 concludes by
providing some policy recommendations.
2 Related literature
The rationale for increasing instruction time builds upon the direct effects of education on learning,
and the side-benefits of lowered risk of negative behaviour for disadvantaged students. The empirical
literature has adopted alternative strategies to assess the causal effect of instruction time on scores. A
first strategy exploits between or within country variability in the exposure to school subjects. Small
effects are documented in elementary and lower secondary schools by Lee and Barro (2001) using a
panel of 59 countries, and by Wo¨ßmann (2003) using TIMMS data, in high schools by Lavy (2010)
using PISA data. Rivkin and Schiman (2015) also use PISA data, and find that increased instruction
time is more effective in better classroom environments. Mandel and Su¨ssmuth (2011) exploit variation
in instruction time across states in Germany and document positive effects on PISA text scores.
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A second strategy exploits variation in length of school year resulting from quasi-experimental
settings. Positive results for elementary and lower secondary schools students are documented in
several studies: Marcotte (2007) and Marcotte and Hemelt (2008) consider number of school-closing
days for snowfalls in Maryland, finding that students perform better in years with less unscheduled
closing days. Hansen (2008) exploit weather-related cancellations in Colorado and Maryland, and
changes in test-date administration in Minnesota. The results point to positive effects of the number of
school days on student performance. Sims (2008) uses a similar idea exploiting a reform in Wisconsin,
finding that increased time at school affects test scores in mathematics. Pischke (2007) exploits
variation in instruction time resulting from the German “short school years”, finding that shorter years
are associated with higher grade repetition. Aucejo and Romano (2014) study the relative effectiveness
of reducing absenteeism at school vis-a`-vis extending the school calendar. Their findings indicate that
the former strategy is most effective, in particular for low performing students. Similar effects are
found for high school students, Bellei (2009) finds that the Chilean full school day programme has
been beneficial for both reading and mathematics test scores, and Kikuchi (2014) exploits the revision
of the Japanese curriculum standards in 1981 and shows that a 13 percent reduction of instruction
time caused a 5 percent reduction in schooling and a 34 percent reduction in high school enrolment for
women. Parinduri (2014) studies the effect of a reform implemented in all grades in Indonesia, which
changed the start of school year from January to July. He finds that the longer school year decreases
the probability of grade repetition and increases educational attainment, and it also increases the
probability of working in formal sectors and wages later in life, especially for children living in rural
areas.
A different strand of literature, which is closer in spirit to the intervention considered here, inves-
tigates the effects of increased school time conceived as “more hours per day” rather than “more days
per year”. Extra-education is organized by opening schools for longer hours during the afternoon,
either providing extra instruction time on curricular activities or helping students from less advantage
backgrounds doing their homework. Lavy and Schlosser (2005) consider a programme in Israeli high
schools and document an increase in college matriculation rates of about 3 percent points. Jensen
(2013) exploits a policy in Denmark that increased classroom hours in literacy and mathematics and
documents very large returns in mathematics for 9th graders. Zimmer et al. (2010) considers Pitts-
burgh Public Schools and document positive effects for mathematics in both middle and elementary
schools. Lavy (2012) exploits a policy experiment in Israeli elementary schools that changed the length
of the school week and the time allocation to core subjects. He finds that more time at school on
key tasks improves performance in mathematics, English and sciences, especially for students from
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low socio-economic backgrounds. On the contrary, Meyer and Van Klaveren (2013) find no significant
effect on math or language achievement using data for Dutch elementary schools. Full school day com-
pared to half school day was found to have a positive effect on learning outcomes also in kindergarten
(Robin et al., 2006; DeCicca, 2007; Lash et al., 2008; Gibbs, 2010).
The literature on the effects of increased instruction time on academic performance overlaps, to
a large extent, with that considering the effects of specific remedial programmes. Often students
benefiting from increased time at school are from less advantaged backgrounds, and extra activities
at school come in the form of remedial classes. The intervention considered here shares with remedial
education programmes the idea that public investment should target schools at the lower end of the
performance distribution. However, rather than targeting low achieving students in the school, PQM
targets all students of low performing schools in the most deprived areas of the country. Positive
effects of remedial education programmes are documented in Aiken et al. (1998), Calcagno and Long
(2008), Bettinger and Long (2009) and De Paola and Scoppa (2014) for university students; in Lang
et al. (2009) and Lavy and Schlosser (2005) for high school students. The experimental evaluation in
Grossman and Sipe (1992) of a summer school programme aimed at contrasting early school dropouts
finds no effects. Banerjee et al. (2007), using experimental data, study a programme providing remedial
education to third and fourth graders in India. The intervention targets low achieving students in
the treated schools, and offers remedial classes to small group of students during regular school time.
They find an effect on test scores of about 0.40 points of standard deviations for children with the
lowest pre-programme performance.
3 Background information on the intervention
Systematic evidence from international surveys (IEA TIMMS 2007; PISA 2003, 2006 and 2009) has
identified a gap between Italy and other OECD countries. It is now well documented that Italian
students perform below the European average in both mathematics and reading. This figure conceals
a good deal of variability across regions, with Northern areas performing in line with other Euro-
pean countries and Southern areas performing markedly below. The recent experience on national
assessment tests in Italy has demonstrated that, while the North/South divide is contained for second
graders, it increases at the end of the primary school and grows even larger in middle schools (IN-
VALSI, 2011). With the aim of boosting learning in lower and upper secondary schools, four regions
located in the Objective 1 area (Campania, Sicily, Calabria and Apulia) became eligible for the EU
Regional Development Funds and the European Social Fund for the period 2007-2013. PQM was one
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of the interventions funded through these resources.3
PQM targets public lower secondary schools in Objective 1 regions. It was first implemented in the
year 2009/10, financing only additional instruction time in mathematics in 215 schools. In the following
year new schools were added along with the possibility of extending instruction time to language. The
total number of schools involved in the year 2010/11 was 223, 84 of which already participated in
the first year. In either round, participation of schools was not mandatory. Applicant schools were
enrolled giving preference to those under-performing with respect to percentage of repeating and failing
students and dropout rates.4 Non-random selection of schools, classes and, eventually, of intensity of
afternoon activities are the three layers of potential bias challenging the empirical analysis.
Schools apply for PQM in June, and are notified with acceptance by the end of August. Families
of children who will start sixth grade in September apply for school admission in February of the
previous year, thus we can safely assume that prospective participation in PQM plays no role in
parental choices regarding school enrolment. In addition mobility across schools - both before and
after the school year has started - is limited because of administrative burdens and little negotiation
power with the school. The transfer must be authorized by both principals at the schools of origin
and destination; moreover, it must be motivated by objective reasons, usually a change of residence
of the entire family. Importantly, participation of the school in PQM is communicated in September,
not necessarily before class formation. We believe that hardly parents would change school because
of PQM a few days before the academic year starts.
PQM schools must organise extra activities outside regular hours in a selected number of classes,
two per subject. The school principal must name two teachers who will provide extra education at
the time of application. If the school is enrolled in PQM, the choice made on teachers is strictly
enforced. As participation in PQM should last for the three grades of lower secondary education,
eligible teachers are solely those who with a permanent position and are expected to remain at the
school for the full duration of the programme (ruling out, for example, teachers who are about to
retire, or those employed with contracts with high turnover). Most likely these are teachers employed
in the same sezione over time, and whose workloads at school are fulfilled in the sixth, seventh and
eighth grade of the same sezione every year. Mobility of permanent staff is not necessarily zero, of
course, but the cumbersome process required to transfer to a new school puts us on the safe side. The
3To the best of our knowledge, the only available evidence on the effects of the EU funds in Italy is Falzetti et al.
(2012). By focusing on schools sampled in both the 2006 and the 2009 PISA waves, they find that schools in areas
eligible to receive EU funds improved their test scores from 2006 to 2009 compared to schools belonging to regions of
Southern Italy that are not eligible.
4We were not granted access to the list of applicant schools; because of this, our identification strategy cannot rely on
exclusion restrictions defined using applicants denied participation in the programme. We know however that the pool
of applicant schools that were eventually denied participation in 2010/11 is less than 15 percent (about 20 schools).
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application for a transfer is filed by February and, if successful, is approved by June. Therefore we
can safely assume that names of permanent teachers wishing to transfer are in the information set of
principals at the time of application for PMQ. The salary offered to teachers for their extra loads is
low (roughly 25 euro net per hour of activity), and excludes the time required to undertake training
and the preparation of teaching materials. Because of this, we believe that PQM does not represent
a strong monetary incentive to participation.
Participating teachers are mandated to a course that lasts 60 hours (30 of which are on-line), held
during the first part of the academic year (October- December). The course does not target general
competencies or knowledge of school subjects, but provides guidance on the organisation of afternoon
activities, which are offered in the second part of the academic year (January-May). The course is
held in groups of 10 teachers, and supervised by a mentor who provides support for the organisation
of extra activities. Teachers are asked to draft an improvement plan based on a standardised test
which student of participating classes take at the beginning of the academic year (end of September).
The test should help teachers target pupils who are in need and the areas of intervention and in
deciding how many and which kind of activities organize - remedial or advanced activities aimed at
consolidating knowledge acquired during normal school hours.5
According to the programme regulation, the number of afternoon activities planned per class can
vary between 1 and 8 and is agreed between principal and teachers once the students take the test,
thus not at the time of application. Each activity consists of 15 hours of extra education to be held
outside the regular school time to students, and the teacher can decide on intensity of exposure to
these activities, as well as on contents (remedial education or advanced course). As a result, students
receive an individualized education plan. In most classes the number of activities chosen by the teacher
is between 2 and 4. Unfortunately we don’t know to which activities students are assigned. However,
qualitative information on the functioning of PQM suggests that the principle of equal participation
to activities of all students in the class was the rule, rather than the exception. In other words, all
students in PQM classes spent additional time at school. Because of this, our analysis is aimed at
understanding the effects on scores of lengthening school hours.6
5We were not granted access to this test, and we cannot distinguish who in the class is benefitting from remedial or
advanced activities.
6We focus on scores rather than on drop-out or failure rates, for two reasons: first, the population under study (sixth
graders) hasn’t yet reached the minimum age for leaving school (16 years). The most recent figures for drop-out rates
at lower secondary school in the regions considered are all below 0.5% and our data, students aged 15 or more are 0.3%.
Since school attendance is enforced by law until age 16, we don’t think that dropout rates are important here. Second,
failure rates would be interesting to consider, but unfortunately we do not have this kind of information. Indeed the test
are taken roughly a month before the end of the school year and the data refer to this point in time, therefore we do not
know whether the children subsequently failed or were passed to the next grade.
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4 Data
School level data are provided by the Italian Ministry of Education through the INVALSI (National
Institute for the Evaluation of the Educational System), and contain general information on character-
istics (e.g. number of students, student to teacher ratio and dropout rates) and the exact municipality
where the school is located. Through this information, geographical and demographic characteristics
of the environment where the schools operate are also available.
Starting from the school year 2009/10, sixth grade students in Italy sit standardised tests under
the supervision of the INVALSI. Participation of schools to the national test is compulsory by law.
Students are tested in both mathematics and Italian language, and information is collected on socio-
demographic characteristics (gender, year of birth, origin, level of education and employment status
of the parents, household composition) as well as motivation and perception of the school.
Adopting the same international standards in IEA-TIMMS and PISA, INVALSI tests are designed
to measure complementary dimensions of learning. Mathematics is assessed considering two cognitive
domains: knowledge (which refers to the student’s knowledge of facts, concepts, tools, and procedures
in mathematics), and reasoning (which focuses on the student’s ability to apply knowledge and con-
ceptual understanding in a problem situation). Similarly, the test for language is designed to measure
reading proficiency (i.e the ability to understand and interpret a text) and grammatical knowledge.
We distinguish between outcomes that refer to Italian language (comprising reading comprehension
and grammatical knowledge) and mathematics (comprising mathematical knowledge and mathematical
reasoning). Scores used in the analysis represent the number of correct answers, and are standardized
to have zero mean and unit variance by school year.
Past work has documented pervasive score manipulation in Southern regions of the country -
see, for example, Angrist et al. (2014). These papers have looked at data for primary schools, where
manipulation is acknowledged by the INVALSI and documented in their official publications. For lower
secondary schools, however, the available documentation from INVALSI suggests that manipulation
is less of a problem in the school grade and years considered in the analysis (INVALSI, 2010, 2011).
Results from our analysis are unaffected if we control for (randomly assigned) external monitors in
the school on the test day, as in Angrist et al. (2014).
It is finally worth being explicit about the sources of variability in the data used in what follows.
Class is used to denote a group of students who are taught together at school. Cohorts are indexed
to year of enrolment at school. Every cohort of students is divided into multiple classes at enrolment
using Maimonides-like rules (Angrist et al., 2014). Classes are labelled with letters (e.g. A, B and C),
and these denote sezione as we explained in the Introduction. The two relevant dimensions used to
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define our difference-in-differences comparisons are cohort of enrolment (2009 and 2010) and sezione
in the school.
5 Sample selection and descriptive statistics
5.1 Sample selection criteria
We consider only the second wave of PQM, which was implemented in the year 2010/11. This choice
is very pragmatic, and driven by the availability of standardised scores in Italy only from 2009/10.
Our main sample selection consists in keeping only schools participating in PQM for the first time
in the year 2010/11. Compared to all remaining schools on Objective 1 areas, PQM schools have
more students, larger teacher-student ratios, more permanent teachers, and have applied for external
funding in the past. However, past performance doesn’t seem to be the main driver of school selection.
The percentage of correct answers at the 2009/10 national test is 47.9 and 57.2 in PQM schools for
math and language, respectively, while the corresponding figures in eligible regions are 48.2 and 57.2,
respectively.
To contain differences due to voluntary participation, we preliminary matched PQM schools to
non-participant schools with respect characteristics measured before 2010/11. We set out a matched
pair comparison of similar schools located in the same province. Matching was implemented with
replacement using region-specific propensity scores.7 The working sample that resulted from this
procedure is composed of 23 schools enrolled only in PQM mathematics, 37 schools enrolled only in
PQM Italian language, and 74 schools enrolled in both components of PQM. This results in 127 classes
receiving extra education in mathematics, 146 in Italian language and 40 in both subjects.
Using school identifiers provided by the INVALSI, we linked data for the same school in the 2009/10
(pre-programme) and the 2010/11 (post-programme) year. Importantly, we obtained identifiers for
the group to which students are assigned at school (sezione). Thus our working sample consists of
two consecutive cohorts of sixth graders enrolled in the same school and in the same sezione one year
before and one year after the introduction of PQM. Table 1 presents the number of PQM and control
schools, classes and students in both pre and post intervention years.8
7The matching procedure along the dimensions considered did not yield common support problems (only 4 PQM
schools out of 138 were dropped because of this). Variables used for the calculation of the propensity score are: average
percentage of correct answers in mathematics and language in sixth grade; student-teacher ratio, proportion of permanent
teachers, dropout rate, failing rate, proportion of repeating students, proportion of immigrant students, proportion of
disable students, proportion of female students, proportion of students attending more than 30 hours per week, number
of students, whether the school has received in the previous year other PON funds for other activities, population in
town and whether school is located on a mountain municipality. Only public schools were considered in the matching
procedure.
8Figure A-1 of Appendix A shows a map of the 4 regions involved and the location and number of PQM and control
schools in each municipality.
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5.2 School characteristics and test scores
Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for PQM schools and for the schools chosen as controls in the
working sample, using only pre-programme data. The average of the various dimensions considered is
similar - see columns (1) and (2) - and, in fact, not statistical different between groups - see column
(3). In column (4) we report the estimates of a logistic regression for the probability of being a PQM
school in the working sample. It follows that none of the variables included is a good predictor for
being a PQM school, and this corroborates the quality of the matching procedure implemented.9
Throughout our empirical exercise we will stratify schools in the matched sample according to
tertiles of performance in mathematics in the pre-intervention year. The aim is to cluster schools
according to their socio-economic background. A similar stratification could be obtained using test
scores in Italian language, yielding conclusions similar to those presented below.10 Summary statistics
presented in Table 3 suggest that the stratification adopted indeed resembles division according to
socio-economic background. As for student characteristics, we notice that students attending schools
in the bottom tertile come from less-advantaged family backgrounds: less mothers are working, less
fathers have a high occupational status, the proportion of parents with low education is much higher,
and the proportion of parents with high education much lower; the index for home possession is
lower.11
Table 4 paves the way for our empirical analysis, as it shows how test scores have changed over
time in PQM and control schools. Descriptives are presented for mathematics and language by tertile
of performance in the pre-programme year, the most problematic schools being in the top panel.
As expected, test scores are highly correlated with the socio-economic background of students in the
school. As for mathematics, the change in test scores for classes involved in PQM mathematics appears
more pronounced, with respect to control classes, in the most problematic schools. For schools in the
bottom tertile numbers in the table picture positive or constant trends in test scores from 2009/10
to 2010/11 for both mathematics and language; for schools in middle tertile trends are mixed; while
scores in the best schools are always associate to negative trends.
9In Table A-1 of Appendix A we present descriptive statistics for student characteristics in the two groups of schools,
that is for characteristics that were not directly used in the matching procedure. The table shows that there are minor
differences between the two groups along some dimensions (e.g. students in control schools have higher percentage of
mothers employed and of highly educated parents), but the overall results point to rather similar patterns.
10Main results obtained stratifying by Italian Language test score are reported in table A-3 in Appendix A.
11The variables used to calculate this index are: child has a quiet place to study; child has a desk to do his homework;
child as a single room for herself; number of books in the house; house has an internet connection; house has a burglar
alarm; house has more than one bathroom; parents have more than one car. Higher values of the score denote better off
households.
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5.3 Instruction time
Exploiting variation in number of activities provided, we can use hours spent by the class in afternoon
activities on school subject (mathematics or language) as indicator of treatment intensity. In particular
we considered a standardised version of this indicator, the percent change in instruction time obtained
using the total number of hours that are mandatory dedicated to the subject during regular school
time. We computed this by knowing that each activity lasts 15 hours, and we know that children in
lower secondary schools dedicate 4 hours per week to mathematics and 7 hours per week to Italian
language and that the number of weeks in a school year are 33. Descriptives of the indicator in
the three groups of schools are provided in Table 5. The percentage change in instruction time is on
average higher for mathematics than for language, and can be substantial: the mean value is well above
35 percent for mathematics, and set at about 25 percent for language (about 50 hours of afternoon
activities for both subjects). The profile across school tertiles is hump-shaped, with schools at the two
ends of the distribution of test scores presenting lower take up rates of extra activities.
To shed light into the possible determinants of this variability, we regressed our indicator of in-
tensity in year 2010/11 on class inputs in year 2009/10, using observations for the same sezione in
both years. The results of this analysis are fully documented in Table A-2 of Appendix A, and point
to generally weak correlations of intensity with the regressors considered (i.e. test scores and student
characteristics in the baseline year).
6 Methods
6.1 Identification
Selection of classes into PQM is modeled using sezione fixed effects. Schools can autonomously set the
rules for the assignment of teachers to sezione, but the principle of ensuring that students maintain the
same teacher over the secondary education cycle (three years, from grade six to grade eight) is strongly
recommended by the Italian law. Teachers work in a highly regulated public sector, with virtually no
risk of termination, and are subject to a pay and promotion structure that is largely independent of
performance. Teachers hired on a permanent contract - a requirement to participate in PQM - are
employed at school 18 hours per week. As instruction time in mathematics is set by law to 6 hours
per week in each grade of lower secondary education, the practice that math teachers fulfil duties over
the three grades of the same sezione is widespread (the 6 hours include 2 hours devoted to science).
This rule is also prompted by a national reform on staff ratios that passed before the beginning of
PQM (Decreto ministeriale number 37, 26 March 2009 ), stating that the number of math teachers
employed at school must correspond to the number of sezione activated. In this setting, controlling
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for sezione fixed effects most likely controls for math teacher effects.
As for Italian language, instruction time is set to 9 hours per week (one hour is devoted to history
and geography). This implies that two language teachers are usually assigned to the three grades of the
same sezione. Indeed, the above mentioned reform states that the head count for language teachers is
computed as 1.5 times the number of sezione activated. For practical matters, it is common to rotate
teachers across grades, thus limiting their mobility across sezione over time.12 In this setting, sezione
fixed effects arguably model the composition of teachers of the class.
The analysis is carried out using two cohorts of sixth graders in 2009/10 and 2010/11. All outcomes
are defined at the class level. We compare performance of students enrolled in the same sezione before
and after PQM. This defines a standard difference-in-differences approach, with sezione fixed effects.
By controlling for sezione fixed effects we indirectly control for school fixed effects, and thus for all
sources of potential biases related to unobservable characteristics of the class and the school. The
causal parameters retrieved refer to the effect of being in a PQM class.
Two threats to the validity of the strategy discussed are the possible direct effects of PQM on
mobility of principals (and teachers), as well as on sezione composition over time. We believe that
the former shouldn’t be of concern here, given the labor market of teachers and principals in Italian
public schools. The procedure required for a transfer, combined with the main features of PQM
described above are arguably weak determinants of mobility. On the other hand, we checked if the
introduction of PQM affected sezione composition. Results not presented here, and obtained using
the same equations in the next section, rules out changes to class formation along key demographics
available in the data (gender, ethnicity, family background and parental education).
6.2 Estimation
Our analysis allows for cross subject effects (i.e. effect of PQM mathematics on test scores in language,
and viceversa). Our preferred specification considers the following equation which is estimated by
school subject:
yjtk = αjk + β
M
k D
M
jt + β
I
kD
I
jt + δkNjt + ηtk + jtk, (1)
where yjtk is the outcome variable in sezione j, year t (t = 1 and t = 2 refer to the pre- and post-
programme periods, respectively) and school subject k (mathematics and Italian language). DMjt and
DIjt are dummies for being enrolled in any activity in mathematics (M) and Italian language (I),
respectively, while Njt is dummy for control classes in PQM schools. There is D
I
j1 = D
M
j1 = Nj1 = 0
12Given the lack of administrative data, no empirical evidence can be provided to support the adoption of such practice.
However anecdotal evidence - also confirmed by the Ministry of Education - suggests that this is the predominant rule
rather than the exception.
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for all j’s. With this notation βMM and β
I
M measure the effect of receiving extra hours in mathematics
or language, respectively, on mathematics scores. A similar interpretation applies to the effects βMI
and βII on language; ηtk captures time effects and αjk is the sezione fixed effect, both subject specific,
and jtk is a random error.
Equation (1) is then refined by considering variability in length of afternoon activities. The fol-
lowing specification is considered:
yjtk = αjk + β
M
k D
M
jt + λ
M
k H
M
jt + β
I
kD
I
jt + λ
I
kH
I
jt + δkNjt + ηtk + jtk, (2)
where HMjt and H
I
jt represent intensity in mathematics and language, respectively, as deviation from
the mean. The parametrization adopted is such that the coefficients βMk and β
I
k in equation (2) can be
read as the effect of PQM when intensity is set to its mean, which is about 50 hours for both subjects.
As the length of afternoon activities is chosen by teachers, for identification we rely on sezione fixed
effects.
Standard errors are clustered at the school level. As a sensitivity check we clustered standard
errors at the sezione level, which is where treatment takes place. This analysis yields results which
are informational equivalent to those presented below. The conditioning on a set Xjt of student and
school level variables is left implicit throughout, but is used in the empirical analysis. All regressions
presented control for class size, weekly class schedule and class level variables constructed from student
level information (e.g. gender, immigration status, whether the student is ahead or behind compared
to her age, education of parents and mother working status, plus control for missing values).
The analysis is carried out by considering three different outcomes yjtk, all defined at the class level.
We start by using average scores, for which results are presented in Table 6. We then set yjtk to the
percentage of students in the class scoring above a certain threshold, which we make subject specific.
Thresholds are defined using baseline data, calculating a grid from the 1st to the 99th percentile of the
relevant distribution. By considering this outcome variable, we use within class variability in scores to
study possible heterogeneity in the effects of PQM. Results using this outcome are in Figure 1. Our
approach closely resembles a non-linear difference-in-differences method, that was originally proposed
by Firpo et al. (2009) and then re-considered by Havnes and Mogstad (2010). Our specification for
dealing with quantiles proves particularly convenient to account for the availability of multiple control
groups, and to model treatment intensity represented by variability across PQM classes in the number
of activities. Finally we use between class variability in scores to study heterogeneity in the effects of
PQM across classes. To this end, we consider an indicator for having the class average score above
a certain threshold, which again we make subject specific and defined from percentiles calculated on
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baseline data. The results from this analysis are presented in Figure 2.13
7 Results
7.1 Average effects
Table 6 presents estimates of the effects obtained from equation (1) for both mathematics and language,
by tertiles of school performance in the pre-intervention year. The variable considered is average score
in the class. The left hand side part of the table refers to mathematics, while the right hand side part
refers to language. For both school subjects we present the break down by cognitive domains covered
in the test.
The first result worth noting is the absence of any effect of PQM on language, for both domains
considered and across tertile groups - see columns (4), (5) and (6). On the other hand, we find
that extra instruction time in mathematics has large positive effects on mathematics, but only for
students in the most problematic schools (0.29 points) - see column (1). This effect is driven by the
“reasoning” domain; the effect on the “knowledge” domain is positive, but less statistically significant
and of slightly smaller magnitude.14 This finding suggests that extra instruction time increase basic
knowledge and helps students apply and use knowledge acquired during normal school hours.
We find evidence of cross subject effects for schools in the top tertile, since extra time dedicated to
language impacts negatively on scores in mathematics - see column (3). The size of this effect (−0.28
points) is comparable to that of extra activities in mathematics found for schools in the bottom tertile,
and it is mostly driven by the “knowledge” domain. This result suggests that the extra time spent
on activities targeting Italian language substitutes the time that the students in best schools would
have spent developing their mathematical knowledge, and this in turn impacts on scores. The general
picture that emerges is in favour of targeting the most problematic students with extra activities that
help develop mathematics skills. Moreover, we find that test scores for control classes are the same in
schools with and without PQM - this is the coefficient on Njt in equation (1). This rules out possible
spill-over effects that may arise, for example, if teachers of PQM classes share with other colleagues
at the school materials and teaching modalities acquired during the preparatory course.
Finally, Table 7 replicates the same analysis by considering equation (2). Results for the average
effects are reported in columns (1), (5) and (9). Coefficients for participation into any mathematics
13We performed various sensitivity checks finding that results are robust to modifications of the specification adopted.
In particular, we estimated quantile treatment effects relying on the change-in-changes approach by Athey and Imbens
(2006). Alternative estimation strategies yielded results similar to those presented below. Selected results of the change-
in-changes are presented in table A-4 of Appendix A.
14A bootstrap test for the equality of results for knowledge and reasoning fails to reject the null at the conventional
levels.
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and Italian language activities confirm findings from equation (1); in addition it seems the length of
additional instruction time does not seem to play any role, since the variation from the mean it is
never significantly different from zero, with the exception of schools in the top tertile which increase
slightly test scores in Italian if they receive more classes than the average in Italian and math - column
(9).
Given the number of outcome variables considered, we run the risk of over rejection of the null
hypothesis due to problem of multiple inference. To assess the robustness of our results to this
problem, we implement the the procedure by Westfall and Young (1993) to adjust p-values. Their
step-down permutation algorithm is applied to the two main coefficients in Table 6 by tertile (any
extra class in mathematics and any extra class in language). Considering the following scores: math,
knowledge, reasoning, language, grammar and reading. As the procedure by Westfall and Young
(1993) is often considered too conservative, we also check the sensitivity of conclusions using two
alternative methods. First, we obtain p-values from a non-parametric permutation test (Anderson,
2008; Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). Second, we compute false discovery rate (FDR)adjusted p-values,
as presented in Anderson (2008). The adjusted p-values substantially confirm the results obtained in
Table 6 (see Table A-5).
7.2 Quantile effects
We start by defining a grid that ranges between the 1st and the 99th percentiles of the distribution of
scores in the baseline period, for mathematics and language. We then consider the fraction of students
in the class whose score is above each percentile. This defines 99 variables, which we employed as
outcomes in equation (1). Figure 1 provides a graphical summary of estimation results (dashed lines
refer to 95 percent confidence intervals). Graphs on the left hand side report the effect of PQM-
mathematics on the fraction of students with a math score above each percentile. Similarly, graphs on
the right hand side report the effect of PQM-language on the fraction of students with a language score
above each percentile. The top, central and bottom panels of the figure refer to schools in the bottom,
medium and top tertile of pre-intervention scores, respectively. The discussion on cross-subject effects
is deferred to Figure 3.
Consistently with the first row of Table 6, results in Figure 1 are significant only for mathematics
in the most disadvantaged schools. In these environments PQM increased inequality within the class:
high math scores (i.e. scores above the median) are more likely, but the occurrence of low scores is not
affected by the intervention. This effect on the distribution of math scores boosts average performance
of the class in the most disadvantaged schools, which explains the effect in column (1) of Table 1.
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However, Figure 2 shows that not all classes have the same shift in average performance. The figure is
constructed as Figure 1, but here the outcome in equation (1) is a dummy that takes value one when
the average score in the class is above each percentile. In other words, Figure 1 considers within class
variability whereas Figure 2 looks at between class variability. In the most disadvantaged schools,
the bottom 40 percent of the score distributions in PQM and non-PQM classes coincide. In results
non presented, we find that a similar picture emerges for mathematical reasoning. These findings are
consistent with the idea that PQM has had no effect in the worst learning environments.15
Figure 3 reports the same quantile analysis for the effects of PQM-language on math scores con-
sidering schools in the top tertile. This is the only cross subject effect for which we find statistically
significant results in column (3) of Table 6. The graph on the left hand side of is obtained as Figure 1;
the graph on the right hand side instead replicates the analysis in Figure 2. We find that the negative
effect documented in the Table 6 is substantially stable across classes, although it is very imprecisely
measured. Such effect appears to be driven by negative effects at the highest quantiles of the score
distribution within the class. This finding is consistent with the idea that the extra activities targeting
mastery of Italian language result in lower performance in mathematics for the best students.
Columns (2)-(4), (6)-(8) and (10)-(12) of Table 7 replicate the within class analysis by considering
our measure of treatment intensity exposure. Only results for selected percentiles (25th, 50th and 75th)
are presented. As for the effects on mathematics test scores - panel A- for schools in the bottom tertile,
the general pattern in Figure 1 is confirmed, with larger effects documented in top quantiles - columns
(3) and (4). Similarly, for schools in middle tertile we find no effects. For schools in the top tertile
we find that the duration of afternoon activities plays some role at the bottom end of the distribution
(see results for the bottom 25 and 50 percent- column (10) and (11)). Also confirmed are the negative
cross subject effects of activities in Italian language on mathematics test scores, which are increasing
in size as one moves to the highest percentiles of the distribution (columns (11) and (12)). We seem
to find evidence that longer hours spent on individualised instruction become important only if we
consider students from the best performing schools. We also find some effects on the Italian language
test score (panel B): in particular for schools in the top tertile who receive more classes than the
average in Italian language and mathematics. And for school in the middle tertile we find a negative
cross subject effects of receiving more classes in mathematics on Italian language.
15Additional assumptions (e.g., rank invariance) are required to interpret our results as student-level or class-level
treatment effects.
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8 Robustness checks
The aim of this section is twofold. First, we then discuss the plausibility of the common trend
assumption for PQM and control schools in pre-intervention periods. Since tests scores from the
national assessment are available in Italy for sixth graders only from 2009/10, we proxy counterfactual
scores by considering fifth graders, for whom data are available since 2008/09. Second, we provide a
test for the validity of sezione fixed effects as proxy for unobserved class differences in our analysis.
8.1 Specification test using test scores for fifth graders
The assumption needed for our identification strategy to work is that, in the absence of PQM, scores
in all classes would have presented parallel trends. Scores for sixth graders are available at the
national level starting from the year 2009/10. This makes it impossible to test for the existence of
pre-intervention trends in the outcomes of interest using only our working sample. For this reason,
we use scores for fifth graders that are available at the national level from 2008/09, thus adding one
year of pre-intervention data.16 The key assumption is that the trend in scores for fifth graders in the
years before PQM provides a good approximation to the trend for sixth graders. This assumption is
rather innocuous in the Italian context, given that the transition from the primary (fifth grade) to the
lower secondary (sixth grade) school is characterised by extremely low geographic mobility. Students
typically enrol at both levels in schools in the same local area, which in the large majority of cases
are only a few kilometers apart or are located in adjacent buildings. This means that many of the
students who complete primary education in June, end up enrolled in sixth grade at the same school
in September.
We therefore selected fifth graders enrolled in primary schools of areas where PQM was imple-
mented, and used this group to proxy pre-programme trends from 2008/09. As the sixth grade is the
first year at lower secondary school, we need to establish a link between PQM schools in our sample
and primary schools of Objective 1 areas. We proceed according to the following steps. First, we
define a dummy “PQM municipality” depending on number of lower secondary schools enrolled in
PQM. We consider four alternative definitions as a sensitivity check for our conclusions. The first
definition imposes that a PQM municipality must have all lower secondary schools enrolled in PQM
from 2010/11. Clearly, this definition may be too restrictive as - for example - larger municipalities
are most likely excluded because they have a larger number of schools. The alternative definitions
are less restrictive, and impose that PQM municipalities must have at least 20 and 50 percent of
16In 2008/09 participation was based on voluntary bases. Nevertheless a random sample of schools - about 25 percent
of schools in the population- was mandated to participate and test scores were administered in presence of an external
monitor. We only use this sample of schools for 2008/09.
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lower secondary schools enrolled in PQM from 2010/11. The last definition that we employ is the
least restrictive, and labels PQM municipalities as those where at least one school is involved in PQM
from 2010/11. Second, we collapse data at the municipality level, and compute average test scores
for students enrolled in fifth grade at primary school. We then compare the time series of test scores
for fifth graders in PQM municipalities to that of fifth graders in non-PQM municipalities, for years
2008/09, 2009/10 and 2010/11. Figure 4 presents the times series of fifth graders for the four defini-
tions of PQM municipality adopted. We present results only for math scores, as the analysis yielded
similar conclusions for language. Regardless of the definition adopted, the time series for fifth graders
present remarkably similar trends over time, thus corroborating the assumption needed for identifica-
tion. Under the assumptions stated, we can conclude that sixth grade students in PQM areas have
competencies at entrance that are similar to those of students in other municipalities that in the main
analysis are used as controls.
8.2 Class vis-a`-vis sezione clustering of students
We start by estimating a model in which the variance of test scores across students is explained by
two levels: school and class. In this estimation we consider all schools located in the four Objective
1 regions, excluding PQM schools. We find that, for both subjects, the fraction of variance explained
by each level is roughly constant in 2009/10 and 2010/11. We thus pool the two waves of data, and
report in Panel A of Table 8 results from the multilevel analysis. Class membership is twice as much
important than school membership in explaining variability of mathematics scores (21 percent as
opposed to 11 percent), while it is less for language scores. We also report results of the same analysis
obtained using sezione membership instead of class membership. Since the same sezione appears
both in 2009/10 and 2010/11, this analysis attempts at explaining the same variance using roughly
half the number of groups. We find that the fraction of variance explained by school membership is
roughly comparable to the previous figures, and that sezione explains 12/21 = 57 (for mathematics)
and 9/14 = 64 (for language) percent of the variance that was explained using class membership. We
conclude that the contribution to the variance coming from class membership is mostly spanned by
that coming from sezione membership.
We complement this analysis by regressing average test scores in 2010/11 on average test scores in
2009/10 for the same sezione. Three nested specifications are considered for the regressions reported
in Panel B of Table 8. The first specification obtains results from a null model; the second controls
for school fixed effects; the third adds controls (percentage of females, class size, percentage of foreign
students). The following outcomes are considered: test scores (to proxy persistence of students’ and
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teachers’ ability), and the home possession index and the percentage of foreign students in the class
(to proxy assignment based on socio-economic status). Results show that the persistence in the
characteristics of the sezione cannot be fully explained by school fixed effects or observable variables.
9 Conclusions
This paper has provided evidence on the effect of mandating students from low achieving schools in
Southern Italy to afternoon activities in mathematics and Italian language. We have investigated
the effects of the Quality and Merit Project (PQM), implemented in Objective 1 regions through
EU Regional Development Funds and EU Social Funds. We have found that increasing time spent
at school is important only in the most problematic learning environments. In our setting, these are
represented by schools in the bottom tertile of the distribution of performance in the pre-PQM period.
We have found that only scores in mathematics are affected, and estimated a positive effect of
about 0.296 points of standard deviation. In line with the objectives of the intervention, we have
shown that this result follows from an improvement in quantitative reasoning and in mathematical
knowledge. This result is consistent with other studies in the literature showing that it is much
harder to intervene on reading and comprehension skills, rather than on skills involving practice,
like maths, because a large part of literacy work takes place through general vocabulary training in
the home environment (Marcotte, 2007; Sims, 2008; Zimmer et al., 2010; Jensen, 2013). Research
in developmental psychology has suggested that the critical period for language development occurs
early in life, while the critical period for developing higher cognitive functions extends into adolescence,
thus as it is documented in previous works that considers the impact of early interventions on children
outcomes, in order to affect reading skills and language test scores we should target younger children,
during elementary or pre-schools.
We have concluded that the first order effects of being assigned to individualised activities are
more important than those arising from the duration of these activities. We also have found that the
positive effect of PQM in the most critical schools conceals a good deal of variability within the class.
We have shown that the effect is driven by a large, positive shift to the distribution of test scores,
but that a sizeable group at the bottom end of the distribution is left unaffected by the intervention.
As in other studies that have investigated similar interventions - see, for example, Lavy and Schlosser
(2005) and Banerjee et al. (2007) - we have found that only the least advantaged students are those
with positive returns to participation.
Our results imply that EU Regional Development Funds and EU Social Funds used to roll out
education policies in the most deprived areas must tailor effective strategies around the students most
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in need to avoid important deadweight loss.
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Table 1: Sample size (schools, classes and students)
Pre treatment year Post treatment year
Schools Enrolled in PQM 134 134
Used as control 114 114
Classes Enrolled in PQM 313 313
Used as controls in PQM schools 407 407
Used as controls in remaining schools 595 595
Students Enrolled in PQM 6,228 6,461
Used as controls in PQM schools 8,260 8,380
Used as controls in remaining schools 12,455 12,672
Note. Presented are number of students, classes and schools in the working sample (see Section 5.1 for details).
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Table 2: Descriptives at the school level of pqm and control schools
(1) (2) (3) (4)
PQM Control Difference Score
% of correct answers in mathematics, sixth grade 0.479 0.490 -0.010 1.367
(0.010) (3.045)
% of correct answers in language, sixth grade 0.572 0.585 -0.014 -5.041
(0.007) (3.860)
Proportion of teachers with permanent contract 0.892 0.904 -0.012 -0.261
(0.012) (1.609)
Student to teacher ratio 9.632 9.931 -0.299 -0.097
(0.275) (0.100)
Number of students 402.8 398.4 4.470 0.001
(26.34) (0.001)
Proportion of foreign students 0.027 0.027 0.000 1.379
(0.003) (5.129)
Proportion of students with disabilities 0.034 0.031 0.003 2.345
(0.003) (8.652)
Drop out rate 0.003 0.003 0.000 -5.394
(0.001) (12.208)
Failure rate 0.049 0.046 0.003 -3.374
(0.006) (3.832)
Proportion of repeating students 0.048 0.041 0.007 3.453
(0.006) (4.130)
Proportion of females in the school 0.490 0.488 0.002 0.557
(0.007) (2.395)
Proportion of classes doing more than 30 hours 0.335 0.337 -0.001 -0.170
(0.051) (0.401)
School received PON funds for students’activities 0.963 0.974 -0.011 -0.239
(0.023) (0.770)
Municipality located on montain 0.284 0.246 0.038 0.179
(0.056) (0.307)
(Log) population in town, 2009 10.38 10.31 0.069 0.004
(0.192) (0.111)
Number of schools 134 114
Note. Presented are descriptive statistics for schools in the working sample (pre-programme data only). Column (1):
schools enrolled; column (2): control schools; column (3): difference between column (1) and column (2) (standard error
in parentheses); column (4): logit regression for being a PQM school (standard errors in parentheses).
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics (schools by tertiles of 2009/10 performance in mathematics)
Tertiles of Test Scores
Bottom Middle Top
Test score mathematics -0.478 -0.014 0.439
Test score language -0.376 -0.024 0.282
Proportion of teachers with permanent contract 0.874 0.892 0.926
Student to teacher ratio 9.407 10.143 9.758
Number of students 366.7 427.2 408.4
Proportion of females in the school 0.487 0.483 0.498
Proportion of foreign students 0.029 0.023 0.029
Proportion of students with disabilities 0.040 0.029 0.029
Drop out rate 0.006 0.001 0.002
Failure rate 0.064 0.044 0.035
Proportion of repeating students 0.066 0.039 0.030
Class weekly hour 31.70 31.18 31.91
Class size 21.84 22.33 22.35
Proportion of students whose parents have low education 0.534 0.426 0.350
Proportion of students whose parents have medium education 0.360 0.409 0.449
Proportion of students whose parents have high education 0.106 0.165 0.201
Proportion of mothers employed 0.338 0.397 0.432
Proportion of students whose father’s occupation is : unemployed 0.078 0.061 0.049
Proportion of students whose father’s occupation is : blue collar 0.337 0.308 0.274
Proportion of students whose father’s occupation is : white collar 0.432 0.415 0.429
Proportion of students whose father’s occupation is : managerial 0.153 0.216 0.249
Proportion of students living with both parents 0.890 0.896 0.903
Average HOME scale coefficient -0.168 -0.057 0.048
Number of schools 82 82 84
Note. Presented are descriptive statistics for all schools in the working sample. Tertiles are defined from the distribution
of test scores in mathematics in year 2009/10 (see Section 5.2 for details).
Table 4: Descriptive statistics (changes over time in test score)
Mathematics Language
Bottom tertile Pre Post Change Pre Post Change
Control class in control schools -0.526 -0.459 0.154 -0.372 -0.325 0.134
Control class in PQM schools -0.474 -0.359 0.166 -0.308 -0.281 0.079
Any extra class in Language -0.458 -0.354 0.103 -0.355 -0.296 0.058
Any extra class in Mathematics -0.487 -0.432 0.419 -0.068 -0.217 0.215
Mathematics Language
Middle tertile Pre Post Change Pre Post Change
Control class in control schools -0.031 0.036 0.05 0.019 0.059 0.023
Control class in PQM schools -0.045 -0.016 -0.039 -0.083 -0.058 -0.042
Any extra class in Language 0.085 0.002 -0.112 -0.026 0.012 0.010
Any extra class in Mathematics -0.017 -0.120 0.063 0.046 -0.025 0.095
Mathematics Language
Top tertile Pre Post Change Pre Post Change
Control class in control schools 0.373 0.264 -0.172 0.201 0.143 -0.121
Control class in PQM schools 0.353 0.271 -0.175 0.179 0.101 -0.169
Any extra class in Language 0.504 0.32 -0.269 0.236 0.293 -0.027
Any extra class in Mathematics 0.400 0.189 -0.208 0.192 0.093 -0.096
Note. Reported are average test scores by group calculated for 2009/10 (pre-programme) and 2010/11 (post-programme)
data. Reported also is the change over time of test scores. Test scores have been standardised to have zero mean and unit
variance in each year and subject. Schools are grouped into tertiles defined from the average test score in mathematics
in year 2009/10 (See Section 5.2 for details).
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Table 5: Descriptive statistics (exposure to afternoon activities)
Bottom tertile Middle tertile Top Tertile
Mathematics
25th 22.72 34.09 22.72
50th 34.09 45.45 34.09
Percent change in instruction time Mean 36.83 44.65 36.54
75th 45.45 45.45 45.45
Italian language
25th 19.48 19.48 19.48
50th 19.48 25.97 19.48
Percent change in instruction time Mean 22.64 26.96 21.55
75th 25.97 32.47 25.97
Note. Presented are descriptive statistics for the measure of exposure to afternoon classes in mathematics and Italian
language for the three groups of schools. See Section 5.3 for details.
Table 6: Effect of PQM on mathematics and Italian language (participation vis-a`-vis non participation)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Bottom Middle Top Bottom Middle Top
tertile tertile tertile tertile tertile tertile
Mathematics Italian language
Any extra class in mathematics 0.296∗∗∗ 0.054 0.030 0.020 0.061 0.086
(0.112) (0.092) (0.088) (0.094) (0.071) (0.097)
Any extra class in language -0.004 -0.059 -0.284∗∗ -0.103 0.050 -0.021
(0.084) (0.084) (0.119) (0.083) (0.082) (0.105)
Control class in PQM schools 0.015 0.037 -0.033 -0.056 0.017 -0.063
(0.069) (0.071) (0.089) (0.069) (0.054) (0.086)
Mathematical reasoning Reading comprehension
Any extra class in mathematics 0.308∗∗∗ 0.095 -0.007 0.000 0.118 0.029
(0.090) (0.091) (0.098) (0.083) (0.075) (0.097)
Any extra class in language -0.012 -0.040 -0.217∗ -0.086 0.069 -0.047
(0.080) (0.088) (0.119) (0.074) (0.076) (0.107)
Control class in PQM schools 0.047 0.010 -0.008 -0.085 0.020 -0.073
(0.067) (0.080) (0.088) (0.062) (0.058) (0.081)
Mathematical knowledge Grammar knowledge
Any extra class in mathematics 0.247∗∗ 0.025 0.059 0.090 -0.034 0.089
(0.124) (0.088) (0.080) (0.101) (0.083) (0.090)
Any extra class in language -0.005 -0.071 -0.302∗∗∗ -0.054 0.021 0.011
(0.083) (0.078) (0.114) (0.090) (0.085) (0.096)
Control class in PQM schools -0.027 0.056 -0.044 -0.024 0.010 -0.081
(0.068) (0.059) (0.083) (0.069) (0.054) (0.085)
Observations 812 932 886 812 932 886
Note. Difference-in-differences estimates of the effect of the intervention on mathematics and Italian language. The
top panel refers to gains in mathematics - columns (1), (2) and (3) - and Italian language - columns (4), (5) and (6).
Mathematics is decomposed into mathematical reasoning (central panel) and and mathematical knowledge (bottom
panel). Italian language is decomposed into reading comprehension (central panel) and grammar knowledge (bottom
panel). Schools have been divided into three groups according to test scores in pre-treatment year as explained in Section
5.2. Estimates are at the class level with sezione fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the school level in parentheses.
∗: p < 0.10; ∗∗: p < 0.05; ∗∗∗: p < 0.01
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Table 8: Robustness checks (variability of test scores explained by sezione)
A: % of variance explained by school, sezione and class (pooled 2009/10 and 2010/11 data)
School Class Residual
Mathematics 0.113 0.208 0.696
Italian Language 0.104 0.143 0.758
School Sezione Residual
Mathematics 0.105 0.123 0.783
Italian Language 0.099 0.087 0.815
B: Serial correlation of variables in the same sezione across years
Null Model School FE School FE + controls
Test score mathematics 0.419∗∗∗ 0.265∗∗∗ 0.230∗∗∗
(0.011) (0.014) (0.014)
Test score language 0.478∗∗∗ 0.282∗∗∗ 0.223∗∗∗
(0.011) (0.014) (0.014)
Home possession coefficient 0.327∗∗∗ 0.150∗∗∗ 0.088∗∗∗
(0.012) (0.014) (0.014)
% of foreign students 0.263∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗ 0.136∗∗∗
(0.012) (0.014) (0.014)
Note. Panel A. Multilevel model that makes use of school and class membership (first row), and school and sezione
membership (second row); all sixth graders in the four PON regions are considered, excluding PQM schools. Panel B.
Regression of variables at time 2 (2010/11) on variable at time 1 (2009/10) in the same sezione (null model); including
school fixed effects (FE); and adding controls - see Section 8.2 for details. ∗: p < 0.10; ∗∗: p < 0.05; ∗∗∗: p < 0.01
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Figure 1: Effects on quantiles of test scores (within class variability)
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Note. Effects of PQM within classes for test scores in mathematics (first column) and Italian language (second column),
together with 95% confidence intervals. Point estimates were derived by estimating equation (1), where the outcome
variable is the percentage of students in the class with test score above the percentile reported on the horizontal axis.
Percentiles were computed from pre-programme data. Confidence intervals were obtained using a normal approximation,
standard errors being clustered at the school level. See Section 6 for details.
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Figure 2: Effects on quantiles of test scores (between class variability).
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Top tertile
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Note. Effects of PQM across classes for test scores in mathematics (first column) and Italian language (second column),
together with 95% confidence intervals. Point estimates were derived by estimating equation (1), where the outcome
variable is a dummy for the class average score being above the percentile reported on the horizontal axis. Percentiles
were computed from pre-programme data. Confidence intervals were obtained using a normal approximation, standard
errors being clustered at the school level. See Section 6 for details.
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Figure 3: Effects of Italian language extra instruction time on quantiles of mathematics test scores
(between and within class variability)
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Note. Effects of PQM Italian language within (left hand side panel) and between (right hand side panel) classes for test
scores in mathematics, together with 95% confidence intervals, for schools in the top tertile. Point estimates were derived
by estimating equation (1) as explained in the text. Confidence intervals were obtained using a normal approximation,
standard errors being clustered at the school level. See Section 6 for details.
Figure 4: Specification test using data for fifth graders (mathematics)
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Note. The analysis uses all municipalities with at least one lower secondary school. We consider 955 municipalities for
the years 2009/10 and 2010/11 917 (112 of which have at least one PQM school), and 135 municipalities for the year
2008/09 (30 with at least one PQM school).
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Appendix A: Additional Results
(for on-line publication)
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Figure A-1: Number and location of PQM and control schools in the different municipalities of the
four Objective 1 regions
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Table A-1: Descriptive of student average characteristics in treated and non treated school
PQM schools Control schools Difference
Test score mathematics -0.035 0.010 -0.044
(0.055)
Test score language -0.067 -0.001 -0.066
(0.050)
% of female students 0.494 0.492 0.002
(0.008)
% of ahead students 0.026 0.030 -0.004
(0.004)
% of behind students 0.060 0.054 0.005
(0.006)
% of immigrant students 0.034 0.032 0.002
(0.004)
% of mothers employed 0.362 0.422 -0.060
(0.021)
% of students whose father’s occupation is : unemployed 0.071 0.052 0.018
(0.009)
% of students whose father’s occupation is : blue collar 0.307 0.304 0.003
(0.019)
% of students whose father’s occupation is : white collar 0.425 0.425 0.000
(0.017)
% of students whose father’s occupation is : managerial 0.197 0.218 -0.021
(0.016)
% of students whose parents have low education 0.459 0.407 0.052
(0.027)
% of students whose parents have medium education 0.399 0.415 -0.017
(0.018)
% of students whose parents have high education 0.142 0.177 -0.035
(0.018)
Average HOME scale coefficient -0.065 -0.049 -0.016
(0.032)
% of students living with both parents 0.900 0.892 0.008
(0.006)
% of student attending childcare before age 3 0.278 0.270 0.008
(0.034)
Class average weekly hour 31.754 31.418 0.336
(0.316)
Average class size 21.962 22.431 -0.469
(0.385)
Parents’ education missing variable 0.234 0.293 -0.059
(0.041)
Father work missing variable 0.219 0.260 -0.041
(0.040)
Mother work missing variable 0.189 0.228 -0.039
(0.041)
Number schools 134 114
Note. Presented are descriptive statistics at the student level for schools in the working sample (pre-programme data
only). Column (1) and (2): mean value of the variables in PQM and control schools; column (3): difference between
column (1) and column (2) - standard errors in parentheses.
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Table A-3: Effect of PQM on mathematics and Italian language (participation vis-a`-vis non partici-
pation) - Stratification based on Italian language test score
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Bottom Middle Top Bottom Middle Top
tertile tertile tertile tertile tertile tertile
Mathematics Italian language
Any extra class in mathematics 0.148 0.146 -0.004 0.001 0.018 0.067
(0.099) (0.125) (0.082) (0.081) (0.095) (0.075)
Any extra class in language -0.017 0.013 -0.237∗∗ -0.044 -0.018 -0.021
(0.080) (0.088) (0.105) (0.081) (0.079) (0.076)
Control class in PQM schools -0.049 0.078 -0.028 -0.122∗ 0.019 -0.030
(0.067) (0.073) (0.087) (0.071) (0.053) (0.077)
Mathematical reasoning Reading comprehension
Any extra class in mathematics 0.173∗∗ 0.158 -0.027 -0.028 0.064 0.022
(0.083) (0.121) (0.091) (0.074) (0.091) (0.074)
Any extra class in language 0.012 0.005 -0.190∗ -0.065 0.026 -0.060
(0.080) (0.089) (0.103) (0.073) (0.073) (0.079)
Control class in PQM schools -0.031 0.081 -0.036 -0.136∗∗ -0.014 -0.037
(0.072) (0.073) (0.085) (0.063) (0.050) (0.072)
Mathematical knowledge Grammar knowledge
Any extra class in mathematics 0.109 0.127 0.022 0.076 -0.068 0.079
(0.108) (0.116) (0.076) (0.085) (0.104) (0.078)
Any extra class in language -0.049 0.011 -0.243∗∗ 0.022 -0.050 0.044
(0.081) (0.084) (0.100) (0.084) (0.081) (0.074)
Control class in PQM schools -0.068 0.059 -0.005 -0.080 0.027 -0.043
(0.063) (0.069) (0.081) (0.072) (0.065) (0.078)
Observations 772 892 966 772 892 966
Note. Difference-in-differences estimates of the effect of the intervention on mathematics and Italian language. The
top panel refers to gains in mathematics - columns (1), (2) and (3) - and Italian language - columns (4), (5) and (6).
Mathematics is decomposed into mathematical reasoning (central panel) and and mathematical knowledge (bottom
panel). Italian language is decomposed into reading comprehension (central panel) and grammar knowledge (bottom
panel). Schools have been divided into three groups according to test scores in language in pre-treatment year. Estimates
are at the class level with sezione fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the school level in parentheses. ∗: p < 0.10;
∗∗: p < 0.05; ∗∗∗: p < 0.01
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Table A-4: Change-in-change estimates of any extra class in mathematics on mathematics test score
in schools belonging to the bottom tertile
Control classes Control classes Control classes in PQM
in PQM schools in control schools and control schools
(1) (2) (3)
Average 0.301∗∗∗ 0.343∗∗∗ 0.326∗∗∗
(0.048) (0.044) (0.044)
25th 0.141∗∗ 0.183∗∗∗ 0.166∗∗∗
(0.068) (0.067) (0.046)
50th 0.360∗∗∗ 0.402∗∗∗ 0.385∗∗∗
(0.079) (0.068) (0.046)
75th 0.571∗∗∗ 0.613 ∗∗∗ 0.596∗∗∗
(0.107) (0.080) (0.071)
Note. In the Table we report the Change-in-changes (Athey and Imbens, 2006) estimates of the effect of receiving any
extra class in mathematics on mathematics test scores only in schools beloninging to the bottom tertile. We report
average treatment effect, and quantile treatment effect on the 25th, 50th and 75th quantile. In the CIC settings we could
not deal with multiple treatments - any extra class in mathematics and in language- therefore the estimates refer to the
effect of any extra class in mathematics without controlling for classes receiveing treatment also in language. We could
not deal with multiple control groups either, so we run three regressions: (1) usinig as controls only control classes in
PQM schools; (2) using as controls only control classes in control schools; (3) using as controls control clases in PQM and
control schools, without distinghshing the two groups. The estimates reported control for covariates using a weighting
procedure as presented in Meroni (2013). ∗: p < 0.10; ∗∗: p < 0.05; ∗∗∗: p < 0.01
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Table A-5: Adjusted p-values
Observed Adjusted p-values
Tertile Regression Coefficient (1) (2) (3) (4)
Bottom Mathematics Extra class mathematics 0.010 0.045 0.016 0.030
Extra class language 0.961 0.957 0.957 0.961
Reasoning Extra class mathematics 0.001 0.004 0.001 0.006
Extra class language 0.884 0.957 0.880 0.961
Knowledge Extra class mathematics 0.049 0.151 0.060 0.099
Extra class language 0.956 0.957 0.956 0.961
Language Extra class mathematics 0.831 0.927 0.819 0.996
Extra class language 0.218 0.542 0.219 0.750
Reading Extra class mathematics 0.996 0.994 0.994 0.996
Extra class language 0.250 0.583 0.268 0.750
Grammar Extra class mathematics 0.376 0.568 0.377 0.564
Extra class language 0.551 0.868 0.534 0.961
Middle Mathematics Extra class mathematics 0.559 0.779 0.540 0.778
Extra class language 0.485 0.809 0.511 0.780
Reasoning Extra class mathematics 0.300 0.625 0.310 0.778
Extra class language 0.650 0.809 0.664 0.780
Knowledge Extra class mathematics 0.778 0.779 0.779 0.778
Extra class language 0.368 0.736 0.391 0.780
Language Extra class mathematics 0.394 0.715 0.394 0.778
Extra class language 0.541 0.809 0.535 0.780
Reading Extra class mathematics 0.119 0.371 0.124 0.713
Extra class language 0.366 0.736 0.359 0.780
Grammar Extra class mathematics 0.682 0.779 0.678 0.778
Extra class language 0.803 0.809 0.809 0.803
Top Mathematics Extra class mathematics 0.731 0.945 0.743 0.917
Extra class language 0.020 0.074 0.031 0.059
Reasoning Extra class mathematics 0.947 0.953 0.953 0.947
Extra class language 0.073 0.203 0.090 0.146
Knowledge Extra class mathematics 0.464 0.793 0.494 0.917
Extra class language 0.010 0.051 0.014 0.059
Language Extra class mathematics 0.381 0.759 0.431 0.917
Extra class language 0.844 0.905 0.854 0.909
Reading Extra class mathematics 0.764 0.945 0.795 0.917
Extra class language 0.665 0.879 0.684 0.909
Grammar Extra class mathematics 0.323 0.729 0.374 0.917
Extra class language 0.909 0.905 0.905 0.909
Note. In the Table we report: (1) the observed p-values; (2) adjusted p-values as in Westfall and Young (1993); (3)
adjuested p-values as in Efron and Tibshirani (1993); (4) adjusted p-values as in Anderson (2008), as explained in Section
7.
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